
 

 

 

 
 

Introducing Viper, our new range of specialised rodent and insect management systems. As always, 
PestIT’s focus remains on specialised, environmentally minded and non-chemical pest management 
solutions. With a global movement towards poison-free, sustainable, environment friendly and humane 
treatment of all animals, the Viper devices will complement a modern, professional pest management 
approach.  
 
Here is an introduction to the Viper products that are NOW in stock.  
 

 

 

Viper Hi-Sec Metal Rat Station 
 
Unique to the Viper range are the all-weather 
metal vandal-proof, high security stations for 
indoor and outdoor public spaces. The Viper Hi-
Sec Rat Station accommodates a snap trap, 
glueboard, rodent blocks and sensor technologies. 
They are ideal for health, correctional, 
government, education, and public sectors.  A 
Viper Rat Snap Trap is supplied FREE with each 
unit. Glueboard and accessories also available. 
Code:  15-VHSR01 

 

 
Viper Hi-Sec Mouse 
 
A compact heavy-duty high security metal mouse model is 
also available. This unique metal vandal-proof, all weather 
metal mouse station is supplied with an upgraded key 
(compatible with the above Viper Hi-Sec Rat station). The 
Viper Hi-Sec Mouse is suitable for baited applications in public 
and high security sectors. 
Code:  15-VHSM01 
 

 



 

 

 

 
 

Viper L-Catch Mouse 
 
The Viper L-Catch Mouse Station is designed as a capture control 
station with the two FREE snap traps supplied. In order to fit the 
snap traps, the Viper L-Catch Mouse Station is also a taller station 
than the traditional tin based stations. The higher roof also allows 
for new sensor technology for 24/7 monitoring. This large station is 
260mm x 160mm x 65mm. 
Code:  15-VLCM01 

Viper L-Catch Mouse 
 

The Viper L-Catch Rat offers a live capture or non-toxic capture kill 
option for rats with the use of two FREE Snap Traps supplied or an 
optional glueboard. The design allows for multiple captures of rats 
and is perfect for use in food production and services areas, health, 
education, commercial and industrial applications.  This large station 
is 430mm x 92mm x 210mm.  
Code:  15-VLCR01 

 

 
 

Viper Deluxe Snap Traps 
 

Instrumental to all non-chemical rodent control or 
monitoring, the Viper Snap Traps are robust and 
effective, yet economical.  Viper Deluxe Rat and 
Mouse Snap Traps are compatible with the Viper 
Stations above in rat and mouse size 
configurations. 
Code:  15-VSTM01  (mouse) 
Code:  15-VSTR01  (rat) 

 
 

Viper Deluxe Rat Station 
 

The Viper Deluxe is a premium, plastic tamper-proof, all 
weather rat station. The compact, yet heavy-duty 
construction is suitable for snap trap, glueboard, rodent 
bait and sensor capabilities. Supplied with a wall mounting 
bracket and packed with professional features. 
Code:  15-VDRS01  

 
 



 

 

Viper Multi Fly Unit Glueboard 
 

This is a versatile economy UV fly unit glueboard, in a large 
466mm x 283mm with multiple perforations in packs of 25. 
Black in colour to discreetly hide flies, with a white grid for 
easy fly counting and monitoring. This larger board will fit 
an enormous array of fly unit brands. Remove various 
perforations to fit your trap of choice. 
Code:  15-VMB01  

  

 

Viper Moth Trap 
 

The Viper Moth Trap is a premium, triangular shaped pheromone 
glueboard for pantry and warehouse moths. Designed to hang, the shape 
allows for air to pass through to allow for maximum pheromone dispersal. 
Ideal for commercial or domestic situations. 
Code:  15-VMT01  

 

Viper Deluxe Cockroach Trap 
 

The Viper Deluxe Cockroach Trap is a premium, baited monitoring glueboard. 
Inexpensive in cost, yet valuable to every cockroach monitoring and control 
process.  The large surface area of this “low profile” cockroach trap will be 
ideal for all commercial and domestic cockroach management programs. 
Code:  15-VCGT01  

 

 
Contact our office or view our new website for more detail.  

Log-in to receive special discounted rates on ALL of our 
products including AvePro, Magnet Traps, BRC and now Viper! 

 
 
 

Buy Online and 

$$$$SAVE. 

 

 
 
 

Viper Deluxe Fly Unit Glueboard 
 

This is a premium 1mm riged 427mm x 245mm UV 
fly unit glueboard in packs of 10. Black in colour to 
discreetly hide flies, with a red grid for easy fly 
counting and monitoring. This is an industry 
standard sized board to fit numerous brands 
including PestWest, BRC and many others. 
Code:  15-VDB01 


